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EDITORIAL OVERVIEW
As the only business publication focussing solely on
agency recruitment, The Global Recruiter distinguishes
itself by seriously addressing and supporting the
development of the recruitment industry. Since its first
publication in 2002 the magazine and website has
pioneered the progression of the recruitment industry,
anticipating and addressing its concerns.
Naturally, recruitment in every region has its own
character, its own issues and priorities and The Global
Recruiter is sensitive to this as well as to the themes
and issues which unite the industry. The publication
has built and continues to create critical connections
with international representative bodies and industry
experts, it continues to drive forwards with high quality,
worthwhile specialist news and editorial that the industry
regards as a necessary read and worth returning to

CONTRIBUTIONS: simon@theglobalrecruiter.com
for future reference. The magazine has reflected the
reading preferences of the industry through its website
and digital offerings. It effectively delivers the information
recruiters need direct to them wherever they are.
The Global Recruiter website gives easy and instant
access to the latest news from across the industry.
News items are tagged and there’s a powerful search
function to help visitors find the subjects that mean most
to them. Covering news from around the world as well
as giving a comprehensive insight into the supply side
of the industry, the website also features longer reads, a
multimedia audio/visual section and provides a gateway
through to The Global Recruiter monthly online magazine
issues. Through these options the world’s recruitment
industry has a voice to inform, explain and enhance
recruitment practice.
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DIVERSITY DIRECTION

New release enables JobAdder to work with LinkedIn Recruiter

To keep up to date with the latest technology in the staffing industry, please visit www.digital.theglobalrecruiter.com

DIGITAL INEQUALITY
Two thirds of business leaders concerned about digital inequality in hybrid model

TECHNOLOGY SPECIAL 2021

Global recruitment software
provider, JobAdder, has released
a new integration with LinkedIn
Recruiter System Connect (RSC)
to improve hiring workflows, time to
hire and the candidate experience
at a time when competition for the
best talent is fierce.
This integration enables JobAdder
users to connect with the LinkedIn
Recruiter platform to access
candidate information when they
need it, without switching platforms,
providing a seamless process for
recruiters and candidates alike.
By bringing this functionality into
JobAdder’s offering, recruiters can

find quality candidates quickly,
know instantly which candidates
from LinkedIn are already in their
JobAdder account and engaged
with, see all In Mail messages from
both platforms in one place and
cross-reference data from both
sources.
Rob Brodie, head of corporate
sales at JobAdder says this new
integration will speed up hiring
processes at a crucial time for
recruiters: “With skills shortages
rife, hiring managers need real
time information quickly in order
to fill resourcing needs and
keep applicants engaged,” he

says. “The challenge for many is
that information is often hosted
in numerous locations – with
communication going out via
emails, LinkedIn, company
applicant tracking systems and
much more. By integrating LinkedIn
RSC, we can help save recruiters
time in shortlisting candidates,
aid the nurturing of a database
of high-quality candidates,
maximise efficiency across hiring
processes and enable hiring teams
to continue using the tools they
already value, all in one place.
This not only improves efficiencies
for employers, but also enables
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hirers to get to the best talent
quickly – a critical benefit given the
limited availability of top skills at the
moment.”
Adam Gregory, senior director,
talent & learning solutions at
LinkedIn said: “We are delighted
with the JobAdder integration into
LinkedIn Recruiter. Businesses
are looking to fill roles as quickly
and effectively as possible, and
this integration provides recruiters
better visibility across the entire
candidate process in a single view
and can reduce placement time.”

UK Awards Celebration
Lessons from the Transfer Window
Scarce Talent
A new report from People
Analytics and consulting company,
Actual Experience, has revealed
organisations are becoming
increasingly concerned about
the impact of digital inequality on
employees, as hybrid working looks
set to become the new normal.
This new working model is causing
concern across multiple sectors; 67
per cent of C-Suite representatives
cite that they’re worried these new
ways of working will introduce
inequalities in how people access
and use digital tools.
With the hybrid model largely
untested by many, the ‘new normal’
looks set to bring with it a multitude
of HR headaches, as employee
disconnect becomes a businesscritical issue. With over 70 per cent
of businesses expecting to shift
to a hybrid workplace, the report,
entitled Reconfigured, reveals that
many are clearly not prepared for
the change.
The research, which surveyed over
300 C-suite execs, found nearly
a quarter (24 per cent) admit that
they were either ‘not very’ or ‘not at
all’ effective at understanding the
digital requirements of employees.
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In fact, less than one in five (18
per cent) believe they are ‘very
effective’ in doing so. Similarly, only
19 per cent said they were ‘very
effective’ at understanding the link
between digital tools and employee
wellbeing. Again, 24 per cent said
they were either ‘not very’ or ‘not at
all’ effective in this area.
Large gaps in understanding and
co-ordination across business
leaders need to be addressed
imminently to ensure the right
recommendations and procedures
are put in place.
“These findings unveil some
worrying signs in terms of business
preparedness for the long-term
implementation of hybrid working,”
said Dave Page, CEO of Actual
Experience. “With a permanent
shift toward hybrid working now
upon us, businesses need to
move fast to limit the potential
damage caused by digital
inequality amongst staff. The role
of the CHRO has been rising in
prominence for several years,
but the pandemic has thrust the
role firmly to the forefront. It will
inevitably come down to those
in this role to help businesses
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navigate these upcoming
difficulties.
“The transition to new ways
of working is the greatest
management challenge that
companies have faced in decades,
and the challenge and opportunity
is too great for any one business
leader,” he adds. “In our survey, 65
per cent of our respondents say
that there is no single executive
who owns the future workplace in
their organisation, as the topic is
too big. There is a new topology in
leadership teams, and they must
collaborate and connect in different
ways from before. The ownership
of who does what in this model
is still uncertain, but it does seem
clear that the CHRO sits at the
centre and should take ownership
of new ways of working.”
The report did find a clear shift
toward improved employee
experience as a key driver for the
C-Suite. More than one in three
(36 per cent) of business leaders
state that a core benefit of the
future workplace will be a stronger
alignment between employee and
customer experience. However,

this will be dependent on a greater
understanding of employee
requirements, both digitally
and personally - 29 per cent of
respondents claim this to be one
of the top challenges management
faces.
Page added, “While remote
working brought many challenges
to businesses and employees,
the road to hybrid looks set to
be trickier still. Companies need
to understand how and why
inequalities emerge in different
working models and the usage of
digital tools.
“This should be key to their
corporate agenda and form an
important part not only of their
duty of care and compliance but
also their entire employee value
proposition. Businesses need to
apply more focus to the ‘Social’ in
ESG for their employees, but also
for investor relations - failure to
do so will see them placed under
scrutiny. Get this right however,
and companies can benefit from
strengthened purpose and better
alignment between the customer
and employee experience, with real
tangible benefits there to be made.”

NPAWORLDWIDE TAKES TECH
Network names names Oorwin Labs as technology partner

NPAworldwide member recruiters
organisation of independent recruiters that will benefit from the features
building a next-generation intelligent
will soon have a new recruitment
working cooperatively to fill job
and capabilities that Oorwin
integrated platform that leverages
marketplace to facilitate easy sharing
openings. The Oorwin marketplace
can deliver.
We look forward
emerging technologies and is AISupported
by: to
of jobs and candidates, announced
will replace an in-house system in
leveraging the Oorwin platform and
powered to improve our members’
President Dave Nerz. The global,
the custom marketplace extension
productivity, while offering a tremendous operation since 2014.
member-owned recruitment network
“It is exciting to have the opportunity
with NPAworldwide’s 550+ member
user experience,” commented Dave
has named San Francisco-based
to offer an AI-powered ATS/CRM
locations and more than 1800
Nerz, President of NPAworldwide. He
Oorwin Labs as its strategic
that coordinates seamlessly with our
recruiters globally.”
added: “We have seen evidence of
technology partner. This partnership
marketplace. Prior marketplace tools
The NPAworldwide custom
improved efficiency and outstanding
will include the members-only
have had points of connection but
marketplace is planned for the first
customer care from Oorwin.”
recruitment marketplace and allow
nothing as seamless as what Oorwin
quarter of 2022 and NPAworldwide
NPAworldwide, the oldest split
NPAworldwide to offer Oorwin’s
provides,” said Nerz.
will immediately begin promotion
placement network for recruiters, has
award-winning ATS/CRM platform to
Oorwin Labs’ CEO, Venkat Kolli,
of the Oorwin Labs ATS/CRM to
been facilitating split-fee placements
members seeking an enhanced tool to between members since 1956. It is
echoed the fit: “In NPAworldwide we
members as well as independent
support their growth.
are partnering with a growing and
recruitment firms that are prospective
a respected network, owned by its
members.
members,
that has
grown into a global dynamic recruitment organization
“We selected Oorwin
they are
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THE DIGITAL RECRUITER
Staffing businesses are encountering exceptional
and fast moving challenges that continue to test the
resolve of their digital capacities.
Our new dedicated platform is focused on covering
the latest in recruitment technology development
and identifying the technology recruiters need,
should consider and can best implement for their
businesses. This isn’t about technology for the sake of
technology, this is about what works for consultants,
clients and candidates in making effective and
efficient placements for everyone. Technology and
Recruitment – for today and for the future.
Content is published across The Digital Recruiter
website and we also run an editorial section in each
issue of The Global Recruiter. If your target audience
are buyers and specifiers of recruitment technology,
this is a dedicated resource to reach those very
people.
New to 2022 we are introducing featured subjects to
run in each magazine issue.
• Full page editorial content piece in the DR section of
the magazine
• The article published as a stand alone longer read
on Digital Recruiter

EDITORIAL
FEATURE LIST

2022
January

Software as a Service

February

Candidate Experience

March

Screening and Compliance

April

Cloud Systems

May

On Premises Systems

June

Telephony

July

CRM Systems

August

Applicant Tracking Systems

September

Video Interviewing

October

Strategic Data

November

Intelligence and Analytics

December

Recruitment Websites

• Full page advertisement next to your editorial page
• Banner advertisement running across both websites
• Audio or Video content to run on Digital Recruiter

Cost
Per month

£1,250

EDITORIAL: simon@theglobalrecruiter.com
ADVERTISING: trevor@theglobalrecruiter.com
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EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
All content that is submitted for distribution across The Global Recruiter media platform will be considered for publication by
the editor.
The editor will decide if content is fit for publication and decide where the content will be positioned. He will also make
editorial adjustments where necessary to keep with house style of the magazine and website.
If the editor deems the content to be marketing material e.g. the content is primarily centred around promotion of a business
or service rather than being of general interest to readers, the material can still appear on the website or magazine at the
editors discretion but will be subject to a publishing fee of £1,500.00 per article (max 750 words). This content will be passed
to the sales team to contact the contributor and where published the title will be preceded with ‘advertorial’.
Anything deemed not relevant, not current, not interesting, biased or not up to editorial quality will not be published.
The editor’s decision is final.
If you would like to write a commissioned article for the magazine and/or website then please email an outline of your
suggestion to simon@theglobalrecruiter.com stating ‘possible feature’ in the email heading.
For any of our supplementary products, please email
trevor@theglobalrecruiter.com or call 01923 723990.

ADVERTORIALS 2022
January

IR35

February

Finance

March

Compliance

April

Start Up

May

Back office solutions

June

Expansion: investment, compliance
& the support required

July

Payroll solutions

August

Efficiency In Contracting

September

Looking after staff: benefit schemes
and engagement

October

Developing Temp Agencies

November

TBC

December

TBC

EDITORIAL: simon@theglobalrecruiter.com
ADVERTISING: trevor@theglobalrecruiter.com
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SPECIAL ISSUES 2022
Published each quarter, The Global Recruiter Special
Issues dedicate themselves to a specific theme worthy
of its own publication. Published digitally and printed as
a hard copy, these specials offer deeper insights into
the important issues surrounding the industry.

SPONSORSHIP &
ADVERTISING
Headline sponsor – £6,000.00
• Logo on cover
• Sponsor statement

March

COMPLIANCE

• Double page advertisement

June

TECHNOLOGY

• 2 page editorial contribution

September

TBC

December

TBC

• Double page advertorial
• Outside back cover advertisement
• Logo on folio’s
Section sponsor - £3,000.00
• Logo on section
• Full page advertisement

EDITORIAL: simon@theglobalrecruiter.com

ADVERTISING: trevor@theglobalrecruiter.com

• Full page advertorial
Advertising - £1,500.00
• Full page advertisement or advertorial
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MAGAZINE
ONLINE
ADVERTISING RATES ADVERTISING RATES
Online Advertising

Advertising
Quarter Page

£500

Leader board banner

£600 per month

Half Page

£900

MPU

£600 per month

Full Page

£1,700

Large Rectangle

£600 per month

Double Page Spread

£3,200

Video advertisement

£1,000 per month

Volume discount available upon request. All advertisements
automatically appear in the digital edition

News by Email Sponsorship

Sponsorship Opportunities – on request

Banner Sponsorship

Inserts
Cost on application

Volume discount available upon request.

Price per 1,000

Maximum size insert A4

HTML E-Shot

Direct email campaign
£1,000
targeting 12,000 opt-in emails
Volume discount available upon request.

PUBLISHING
SCHEDULE 2022
Month

Ad Copy Deadline Publication

January

17th January

30th January

February

14th February

28th February

March

19th March

30th March

April

17th April

30th April

May

15th May

30th May

June

17th June

30th June

July

17th July

30th July

August

14th August

30th August

September

16th September

30th September

October

16th October

30th October

November

13th November

30th November

December

4th December

30th December

£600 per month
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WEBSITE SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
Leaderboard

728 x 90 pixels

MPU

720 x 300 pixels

Large Rectangle

336 x 280 pixels

Maximum size - 60kb (gif or jpg file)
Westrade Group accepts 3rd party ad-serving of the above units
from the following approved vendors: Atlas DMT, Bluestreak,
Doubleclick, Falk, Mediaplex, Eyeblaster and EyeWonder.
Animation can loop indefinitely.
If the Skyscrapers have a white background, they must have a
one pixel border surrounding the ad and once clicked, all adverts
should open in a new window.
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DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Size

Bleed (W x H)

Trim (W x H)

Copy Area (W x H)

Full Page

216 x 303mm

210 x 297mm

190 x 277mm

Half Page Landscape

190 x 131mm

FULL PAGE
HALF PAGE
LANDSCAPE

SUPPLYING DATA FILES FOR MAGAZINE
The Global Recruiter’s production department operates a digital workflow system and therefore prefers to
receive artwork via email. All artwork should be provided as press ready PDFs, which have been exported as
postscript files and then distilled using Adobe Acrobat Distiller to PDF/X-1a: 2001 settings.
If using Illustrator, fonts should be saved as outlines, all colours, duotones, CMYK files and logos converted to
RGB, final documents as EPS or AI. Photoshop files should be RGB, EPS or TIFF files, minimum 300dpi.
Artwork should be supplied via email.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARTWORK TO BE SET
The Global Recruiter provides an artwork service for advertisements within the recruitment section of
the magazine. This includes the layout of your advertisement but does not include a copy writing, proof
reading or design service. Please supply your text for setting within a Word document which has already
been checked for content, spelling and has been approved internally before submitting. Also a jpeg, tiff,
pdf or eps of your company logo which must be a minimum of 300dpi in resolution.
Once set, a proof of your advertisement will be sent for you to check and approve.
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THE GLOBAL
RECRUITER EVENTS
We hold a reputation for delivering high quality events both in the UK and overseas. We
create a platform for our clients to directly engage with their target audience and bring
their brand to life. We deliver a wide range of events including awards ceremonies,
conferences and exhibitions, seminars and summits both in the UK and internationally.

The Global Recruiter looks forward to seeing you all at our live events in 2022. We are
planning for all of them to take place later in the year subject to government instruction.
Dates will be released as soon as we can guarantee that the date can be honoured
and we can host everyone in a safe and healthy environment.

REASONS TO SPONSOR
THE GLOBAL RECRUITER EVENTS
1. Maximise Return on Investment
The focused nature of our events means that every person
at a Global Recruiter event is a potential customer. Our
exhibitions put your potential and existing customers all
under one roof and provide an incredible opportunity to
source new avenues of business.
2. Brand Affinity
Our exhibitions offer a three-dimensional platform to give
customers an all-senses experience of your brand.
3. Visibility & Accessibility
88% of visitors to our shows say that they are key to helping
them review, source and buy new products and services.
Our focused conference programmes and targeted
marketing enables us to deliver a senior and engaged
audience.
4. Efficient Timing
The ability to review a wide selection of relevant products
and suppliers is a big attraction for all our delegates.
5. People buy from People
Our events give exhibitors the ability to hold conversations
in person and build relationships. Events are arguably the
most ‘real’ experience of your brand and provide a fantastic
way to communicate your points of differentiation.
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UK SUMMIT

THE GLOBAL RECRUITER UK SUMMIT AND
RECRUITMENT LIVE ROUNDTABLES
LONDON 2022
The Global Recruiter’s UK summit is the annual event on
the recruitment industry’s calendar where recruitment
company leaders and experts come together to discuss
the latest, most important ideas and issues for the sector.
Attracting C-Suite executives from recruitment businesses
of all sizes, sectors and types, the summit features cutting
edge keynote speakers, informed and experienced
panelists and plenty of opportunity for attendees to meet
the latest industry suppliers and learn how they can help
their businesses exceed expectations.
Technology, talent trends, compliance, diversity, efficiency,
marketing and branding are all themes examined and
explored at the summit, inspiring and encouraging
individual recruitment businesses and invigorating the
recruitment industry as a whole.

SPONSORSHIP
2022 sponsorship opportunities include
the following:
Headline sponsor: £10,000
Included in all branding, 15 minute
presentation in the conference and exhibition
space
Conference and associate sponsor: £5,000
Includes a 60 second video presentation and
exhibition space
Event Partner: £5,000 (4 available)
Includes roundtable discussion, place on the
panel, exhibition space and 1 minute speed
introduction
Conference Partner: £1,500
Includes exhibition space and 1 minute
speed introduction
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THE GLOBAL RECRUITER
INDUSTRY AWARDS
LONDON 2022
Always at the leading edge of the recruitment industry, The
Global Recruiter Industry Awards are now in their tenth
year and continue to identify the best of the best across the
recruitment industry. The Awards are always hotly contested,
and rightly so: criteria is reviewed on an annual basis and new
awards are introduced in order to ensure the Awards keep
pace with the fast moving industry and constantly improving
standards. The Awards are promoted in the last quarter of
the year, entries open at the start of the new year, and there
is continual coverage of the Awards leading to the Awards
ceremony itself; an invitation only event held in central London.
Sponsors involved in these Awards therefore enjoy ongoing
coverage at every stage, naturally aligning themselves with the
very best practice within the industry and promoting themselves
to recruitment businesses actively seeking ways to improve.
Our policy of an invitation only Awards ceremony also
guarantees your brand will be promoted only to the great and
the good of the industry. The magazine’s reputation within the
staffing sector for editorial independence and an impartial
writing style, together with a strong brand ensures credibility
of the event across the UK staffing sector. The Awards are
FREE TO ENTER and are open to recruiters and support
services of all sizes and experience. Through this ethos we
are recognised as the industry standard Award.
“MIT Ventures are very proud and honoured to be the
Headline Sponsors third year running for The Global
Recruiter Awards. A lot of our clients are from the recruitment
industry, so it’s useful for us to participate and witness
how the recruitment industry has grown and thrived. As an
employee engagement company, we appreciate the right
values in the company as well, support for the employees
that go beyond the “standard” checklist. Being one of
the judges this year, we had an opportunity to see the
operations from within and the effort that all the companies
put in. It is very important for every company and every
employee to award and celebrate the good work and The
Global Recruiter Awards is certainly the right place for it.”
Aiste Naujokaityte, Client Director,
MIT VENTURES LIMITED

SPONSORSHIP
2022 sponsorship opportunities include the
following:
Headline sponsor: £10,000
Included in all branding, introduction
speech at the event
Associate Sponsors: £6,000
All the benefits of being an Event Partner
plus…
• A page advertisement in the Awards issue
of The Global Recruiter magazine
• Your company logo on all event signage
at the Awards ceremony
Event Partner: £3,000
• Your company logo and recognition on all
category promotion
• Sponsor statement on the Awards website
• Ten guest invitations to the Awards
ceremony
• Sponsors reception at the Awards
ceremony
• Recognition, your company logo and
presentation of Award at the ceremony
• Photographs with the winners published in
The Global Recruiter magazine
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ROUNDTABLES

THE GLOBAL RECRUITER
RECRUITMENT LIVE
The Global Recruiter’s Recruitment Live round table
discussion have established themselves as the place
for discovering and discussing leading thinking in the
recruitment industry. These are true round table discussions
where invited recruitment business leaders and experts
share, discuss and promote excellent practice in the
industry.
Each session focuses on one aspect of the recruitment
industry giving those in attendance the chance to share
their experience, highlight challenges and suggest ways
ahead both for businesses and for the wider industry. Those
attending take away great new ideas and approaches for
their work while the conversation is recorded and written up
within the pages of The Global Recruiter monthly magazine
and e-zine.
Recruitment Live round table discussions can happen
anywhere in the country, focus on any subject or any
particular market sector of the industry. They provide a
chance for industry leaders to give their views and voice their
frustrations with aspects of the industry as well as meeting
and networking with their peers.
The discussions have a flexible format. Some have been
held over breakfast, others split into two sessions of one hour
each with refreshments on hand at any time. Others have
been held as evening events, providing an informal and
attractive location for the discussion and additional time for
networking and a more general chat. It is a format which can
be tailored to suit time, location, attendees and topic.

With the input from our partners and sponsors, we will
work to a set agenda to cover issues that are directly
affecting the industry.

EXCLUSIVE
PARTNERSHIP:
£5,000
One partner per session will have exclusive
access to the event. They will be able to attend
and participate in the discussion and have
exclusive branding, literature and gifts in the
room for the event. We will work closely with
each sponsor to make sure that the roundtable
content is relevant to their business, so that
they can show their expertise in that field.
During refreshments, sponsors can network
with the participants. After the events, The
Global Recruiter will publish a written report
which will appear across our media. Sponsors
will then receive a sponsors statement and
branding against the content and we will
release it to the entire network.
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CORPORATE GOLF DAY

THE GLOBAL RECRUITER CORPORATE
GOLF DAY
JULY 2022
The Global Recruiter Magazine hosts a Corporate Golf
Day each year at the prestigious Oxfordshire Golf Club.
World renowned course architect Rees Jones designed
The Oxfordshire’s Championship golf course, which
was his first in the U.K. He gave the course 135
bunkers and 4 unmissable lakes. With strategicallycontoured holes that blend effortlessly into the natural
beauty of the surrounding countryside, Jones’s
masterpiece is a links style course which is a challenge
for all golfers of any ability.
A great social day out for recruitment industry leaders
and their peers, teams of four battle it out on the greens
then meet back on the terrace for an informal BBQ and
prize giving.
•
•
•
•
•

1st, 2nd and 3rd Team Prizes
Individual prize
Nearest the pin competition
Longest drive competition
Straightest drive competition

ENTER A TEAM OF 4 FOR £600
Expose your company brand to 100+ recruitment
industry leaders throughout the day, through on course
signage, player gifts and competition prizes.

SPONSORSHIP: POA
2022 sponsorship opportunities include the
following:
• Hole-in-one competition on all par 3
holes – prizes include a car to the value
of £30,000 and cash to the value of
£1,000.00
• Charity Challenge – help support our
chosen charity
• Nearest the pin competition
• Longest drive competition
• Drinks buggy – brand the buggy and
treat the players to on course drinks
• Sponsorship of one of the holes – with
hundreds of yards to play with, get
creative and network with every player
throughout the day
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